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Which side are you on?
Confusion
about
gasoline
continues to swirl. Both sides cannot
be telling the truth. We know ethanol
is better than when it first came out but
consumers haven’t forgotten having
to pay dearly for the early problems.
Therefore, ethanol acceptance hasn’t
been overwhelming.
There have been positive changes. First, the overall
improvements have made ethanol a better product.
Secondly, motor manufacturers have better parts that
are less susceptible to ethanol damage. Three, ethanol
is made and manufactured in the U.S. Four, they support
competitive crappie fishing.
The huge negative of ethanol is terrible shelf life…
less than a month without stabilizers. Also, reports from
some say ethanol is still creating motor and gas line
problems.
Ethanol experts say its product is much cleaner
than gasoline so it reveals hidden problems created by
regular gas. For example, a buildup in a gas line is cleaned
out when ethanol is added. They also blame gasoline
manufactures for supplying them with inferior gasoline to
mix with the ethanol.
The Boat Owners Association of the United States
(BoatUS) disagrees. It says surveys show 91% of boat
owners prefer non-ethanol gas. Ethanol has higher
octane but contains less energy and results in lower fuel
economy.
BoatUS says Boating Industry magazine points to
ethanol as playing an even bigger role in boat service
issues than the year prior. It quoted a boat manufacturer
saying, “Ethanol is a boom for the service departments…
it makes (customers) hate boating…ruins their entire
boating experience.”
Ethanol experts are continuing to push in Washington
for higher percentages of ethanol. Where will it end and
which group is telling the truth? My heart wants U.S. grown/
manufactured renewable fuels to be a major player. But
with conflicting stories it’s difficult to know which ‘proven
facts’ are real or lies with either group. Which side are you
on?
Good fishin’ & God Bless,
Tim Huffman, Editor
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By Darl Black

I n my home state of Pennsylvania,
so many anglers flock to area lakes seek-

ing crappies in the spring that on pleasant weather weekends it is usually impossible to find a parking place at any boat
ramp! However, by the 4th of July, most of
these anglers have disappeared – seemingly forgetting about crappies until next
spring.
But their loss is our gain. For those

of us who never hang up the rod, it sure
makes life on the lake a lot less crowded!
Now is the time crappie anglers can reap
mid-summer rewards on waters in northern states.
Depending on the type of lake, water color and primary food source, northern crappies can be found in a variety of
locations in the summer – from the shallows to deep structure and everywhere in
between. Therefore a variety of angling
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techniques can be applied depending on
likely fish location.
I’m a single pole guy at heart – I don’t
get excited about pushing or trolling. If I
can reach active crappies by casting or
dipping, that’s what I’ll be doing. With that
in mind, here are my tips to sizzling summer crappies.
I select lakes or areas of a lake where
I expect to encounter actively feeding
crappies on deep weedlines, stump-laden
points/shallow flats or shallow brushpiles/
cribs – in depths from two to 10 feet.
How do you know which waters in
your region are going to have relatively
shallow crappies during the summer?
Well if you don’t have a good fishin’ buddy who will share the info, then you need
to get out for a little field work.
For a starting point, check the
weeds. Every natural lake (whether clear
or somewhat stained) in my region will
have black crappies working the edge of
a deep weed wall or sparse weedy flats
throughout the summer. Many of the area’s shallower man-made reservoirs will
have some milfoil weeds too, and crappies will generally relate to these vegetation beds as well.
Also, on man-made reservoirs,
check the shoreline deadfalls which extend furthest into the water on moderate steep banks. Deadfalls with multiple
branches are usually better, but do not
overlook those old no-branch deadfalls
with only a “Y” fork in the trunk.
If the shoreline landscape (large
trees, moderate incline) indicates the
likelihood of some large “spider” stumps
in the shallow water, be sure to check the
water out from shore for a ways for these
gems.
Finally, it’s time for serious detective work with your sonar to locate moder-

By choosing shallow cover carefully, you can
cast your way to summer crappie success.
ately shallow cribs and brushpiles. Here
is where side-scan technology pays off
big time to check points and shallow flats.
Mark each one you find whether you see
fish on it at the time or not; crappies will
likely be on the cover sometime in the future.
Okay, you have some ideas on where
to cast. Now we turn attention to what to
cast.
Generally speaking, larger baits
may be used in the summer, especially as
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SHALLOW-WATER CRAPPIES UP NORTH

the schools of baitfish continue to grow in
size. In the spring I would likely be slinging a 1/16-ounce leadhead with a 1.5” to
2” body. But come summer it’s time for an
upgrade to 1/8 or 3/16-ounce head with a
2” to 3” body – or bigger!
Years of shallow-water largemouth
fishing have clearly demonstrated to me
that a decent-size crappie has no problem
inhaling a 1/4-oz. leadhead with a fourinch grub or even a small willow leaf spinnerbait, so I always have some of these
larger baits.
Granted, smaller bodies will likely
catch more crappies, but larger bodies
will catch bigger crappies. Pick up the
most aggressive fish on the initial pass;
then go back through with smaller baits if
you wish.
During the summer, I believe in presenting a plastic body/leadhead that has
a lively action when swimming through the

Selection of small spinnerbaits, including
three hand-crafted ones plus a 3/16-ounce
Booyah Willow Spin.
water. I go with either a curly tail or shad
tail body. Among the ones I use most often are the Kalin 3” Lunker Grub, Charlie
Brewer Slider 2-1/8” Minnow, Gene Larew
3” Long John Minnow (pinching off about
1/2”), Bobby Garland 2” Swimmin’ Minnow, plus 2.5” generic shad-shaped body.
These are mated to 1/8 or 3/16-ounce
heads.
When casting over and around thick
weedbeds in clear water, I often rig a
slender Bobby Garland 2” Swimmin’ Minnow weedless on a Slider Spider Head.
The cone shaped head and offset hook
shank allows the long slender Minnow to
be rigged Tex-posed making it very fishable around vegetation.
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SHALLOW-WATER CRAPPIES UP NORTH
In terms of a spinnerbait, you might
be surprised just how big a spinnerbait
that a crappie will hit. One day I caught
four oversized Shenango Lake crappies
on a 3/8-ounce double willow while fishing for bass. However, when actually targeting crappies with a spinnerbait, I intentionally downsize. Booyah offers a
3/16-ounce willow-leaf spinnerbait which
works well; I remove the skirt and place a
shad body on it.
You can make miniature spinnerbaits with a jig and a safety-pin overhead
spinner, creating a lure similar to a Beetle Spin – except I use an action-tail grub
body on it instead of the Beetle. This past
winter, a tackle-crafting buddy made several crappie-size spinnerbaits for me to
try. I am looking forward to giving them a
work out.
Because I am searching for crappies

which are in a more aggressive mood,
I don’t take a lot of time to really finetune colors. For clear water, I like normal
minnow/shad colors, along with smoke
and clear sparkle. For slightly stained
to somewhat dingy water, I rely more on
baits with a watermelon, reddish, blueish
or white main body and a chartreuse tail.
If the grub does not have a chartreuse
tail, I use Spike It dye to create one.
For post heavy rainstorm conditions
when water is downright coffee-with-double cream muddy, I prefer to stay home. If
I must fish, then I stick with all black or all
white tail dyed orange – and hope for the
best!
Now it’s time to Go Fish!
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- Darl Black

HOW TO?

Crappie NOW How To July
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2017 Crappie USA Trail
Schedule of Events
Logan Martin, AL
Eufaula, AL
Neely-Henry, AL
Lake of Egypt, IL
Weiss Lake, AL
Ky & Barkley Lakes , TN
Cave Run Lake, KY
Lake Wylie, NC
Lake Cumberland, KY
Old Hickory Lake, TN
Green River Lake, KY
Grand Lk St. Marys, OH
Mississinewa/Salamonie, IN
Lake Shelbyville, IL
Patoka Lake, IN

02/18/17
02/25/17
03/03-04/17
03/10-11/17
03/18/17
03/24-25/17
04/01/17
04/01/17
04/07-08/17
04/15/17
04/21-22/17
04/28-29/17
05/06/17
05/13/17
05/20/17

2017 Crappie USA Classic

Ky & Barkley Lakes , Paris, TN - 10/26-28/17

Crappie USA
2 2 0 Mo h aw k Ave .
L o u i sv i l l e , KY 4 0 2 0 9
502-384-5924

www.crappieusa.com

Cool gear that’s catching!
Mr. Crappie Premium Line
s Low memory; high abrasion resistance
s Special softeners for superb performance
s HiVis, Camo and Clear - 4, 6, 8 and 10 lb.
s Available in Mega Spool and Mega Bulk

Mr. Crappie Spinning Reels
s Strong graphite body and rotor
s Double anodized aluminum spool
s Zero Reverse one-way clutch

Mr. Crappie Slab Shaker Rods
s Premium graphite blanks s Lightweight EVA grips s Aluminum oxide guides

Mr. Crappie Slab Shaker Spinning Combo
s Smooth 2-ball bearing system
s Thin, compact gear box
s Pre-spooled with Mr. Crappie HiVis line
s Graphite composite rods with split grip handle
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By Tim Huffman

A
great place to learn,
have fun and connect with local

fishermen is club tournaments.
A relatively new club that has
been very successful is the
Central
Alabama
Crappie
Club. A trip on Lake Jordan
with the husband wife duo of
Alex and Jenni Johnson was
enjoyable and they shared
their personal views on club
competition.
“Jonathan Phillips and
Dan Dannenmueller helped
us by talking to people about
forming a club,” says Alex.
“We wanted to keep it local
to help people learn and to
help encourage more people
to fish Crappie Masters who
comes here to the Alabama River
and Jordan. We have close to 100
members in our club in just a couple
of years.”
The club goes where members
request. Miller ’s Ferry, Lay Lake and
other nearby waters are included.
There are many great fishing waters
within an hour or so drive in central
Alabama.
“What the club has done for me
is make me a better fisherman,”
says Alex. “It forces me to go fishing
when I otherwise wouldn’t have gone
because of conditions. It’s been good
for learning.”
Jenni
Johnson,
secretary/
treasurer of the club, (and cover
photo for this issue) agrees. “It forces
us to become better fishermen and
we’ve made some great friends. It’s

fun to have friends who like to fish.
The members are good about talking
to each other so everybody learns.
There are a few other fisher-women
in the club and I hope more will start
fishing.
“We like to cast or shoot docks.
The club tournaments have forced
us to learn how to spider rig. We’ve
caught some good fish with this
technique that is very different for
us.
“If you put pressure on yourself
because it’s a tournament it would not
be the same. We fish a lot together
so we go out to have a fun day of
fishing even though it’s a tournament.
It works better for us that way.”
Take a look in the back of
CrappieNow Magazine to see the
many local and regional clubs to find
one near you.
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Crappie Basics

Crappie Basics #141

Crankbaits & Planer Boards

Planer Boards are proven successful for crappie crankbaiters. Offshore
Tackle’s Nick Deshano says pulling planers has to be done right but it’s
easy to learn. The reason for planers is to get baits out away from the boat
where they will catch spooky crappie that won’t bite if the boat goes right
over them. He says rod placement is important because it’s not the same
as pulling out the back of the boat. The back pole can be flat, the next pole
toward the front of the boat is up at an angle. By using a higher angle with
each pole toward the front of the boat, line tangles can be reduced. He runs
four poles per side saying they sometimes have tangles but correct pole
angles help reduce the problem.
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By Josh Gowan

F
ishing for crappie has as many
tactical approaches as any other game

fish, including bass, and anglers are only
limited by their own effort and capabilities.
Although most “old school” fishermen
began by utilizing a single pole and a
bobber, suspending a minnow or hair jig
over their favorite springtime honey hole,
today’s avid angler employs a myriad of
equipment and techniques to put fish in
the boat year-round.
Two mainstays when locating crappie
are cover and structure. Cover refers to any
object in the water providing – you guessed
it – cover for a fish (tree, stump, rocks,
etc.), and structure is the contour of the
lake or river bottom. Experienced anglers
are always on the lookout for one feature
in particular when it comes to both cover
and structure: anomalies. An anomaly is
just a difference, an irregularity, a glitch
in the matrix and could constitute anything

Utilizing a weedless head will
keep you fishing longer and
hung up less.
from an isolated patch of lily pads to a
steep drop on a ledge. These anomalies
often hold fish, and the only thing better
than one anomaly is two, often combining
to create fishing hotspots.
Fishing guide and tournament angler
Gerald Overstreet knows how to find these
hotspots, and just as importantly, he knows
how to put fish in the boat, even during a
negative bite. Overstreet’s Guide Service
operates on the Alabama River at Prattville,
the Lower Tombigbee, and Millers Ferry,
and aside from professionally utilizing
many different techniques to put clients
on fish, he also offer on-the-water tutorials
on Humminbird electronics. Although his
overall knowledge and fishing prowess

makes it tough to pin down Overstreet’s
“specialty,” finding out his favorite way
to catch crappie is simple – just ask him.
“Pitching a weedless jig into tight cover on
the Alabama River is just about as fun as
it gets for me,” said Overstreet.
Weedless jigs have been around
forever, but have historically been much
more prominent in bass fishing. Over the
last ten years, crappie fishermen have
been catching on to the advantages of
going weedless, and with social media
becoming an information sharing hub for
anglers of all ages, the trend will only
continue to grow.
Find the Anomalies
Overstreet utilizes his Humminbird
Helix Mega 12’s and 360 transducer as
well as anyone, but when looking for fish
on the river, the most important tools
at his disposal are good old-fashioned
eyeballs. “I look for current breaks in the
river first; that’s the most important thing,”
said Overstreet. “I want to find areas with
slack or slow-moving water over the ledge,
usually created by bends or points in the
river. Once I’ve located the right water,
I’ll look for wood, first above the water’s
surface, then underwater with my side
imaging. Finding a single stump or log in
the right water will hold fish, but locating
a downed tree is generally what I want,
because that’s where you’ll find numbers
of crappie, and there’s no better way to get
them out than with a weedless jig. A big
downed tree in an eddy is almost always
going to hold fish.”
When to Fish Cover
Cover on a river ledge, especially
downed trees, will often start in a few
feet of water and end up in 20-plus feet,
making it possible to catch fish there all
year long, but for Overstreet’s weedless
presentation, he targets these areas in the
spring and the fall when fish are actively
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feeding. “You can definitely catch fish
on the bigger trees all year, but crappie
concentrate in these areas in the early
spring when they’re feeding on shad, when
they’re looking for wood to spawn on, and,
in the fall, when they start moving back up
chasing baitfish,” said Overstreet.

A good bait is very important with a
weedless head allowing it to be put into
stubborn cover.
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PICKING APART COVER WITH WEEDLESS JIGHEADS

How to Go Weedless
Overstreet prefers the weedless
heads because he often finds more and
larger crappie in the thickest part of the
cover, and by avoiding hang-ups, he’s able
to spend more time catching fish. “I use
B&B Weedless Jigs and Heads, 1/16 oz.
if the fish are shallower than 15 feet and
1/8 oz. if they’re deeper,” said Overstreet.
“I look at the tree and position myself at
the end of the branches with the trunk of
the tree pointed toward me, and I cast up
to the base of the tree and let the jig fall
to the bottom. Once it’s there, I reel slowly
over the next branch, letting the jig fall
after pulling over every limb. Most of the
bites occur right as the jig is pulling over

Crappie guide Gerald Overstreet with a
crappie taken from cover in the Alabama
River.
a limb. The base of the tree can be fished
thoroughly in one or two casts, and after
that I’ll pitch into the middle of the tree, the
thicker the better, and let my jig fall through
the branches, slowly retrieving it after each
time it stops. Once I’ve covered the base
and the middle, I’ll fish the deeper limbs
under the boat, usually by just vertical
jigging.”
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PICKING APART COVER WITH WEEDLESS JIGHEADS
The Right Equipment for Bite Detection
Overstreet uses either a six-foot
B’n’M Sharp Shooter or seven-foot Sam
Heaton Super Sensitive with a B’n’M Pro
Staff 100 reel with eight-pound Hi-vis
Gamma line. “The Sharp Shooter works
great, and the Sam Heaton is even better,
especially when there’s a light bite, but
sometimes you still have to depend on
the line to see the bite,” said Overstreet.
“Aside from being able to see the line and
where it’s at across limbs that are out of
the water, if you have an extremely light
bite on a 1/16 oz. jig 30-feet from the tip
of your pole, there’s just nothing to feel,
but Gamma’s hi-vis line will show you
the bite. If you keep just a little slack in
your line, you can see the line “jump,” and
that’s when you need to set the hook. A jig
falling off or bumping a limb doesn’t have
the same effect on the line.”

hide than in the thickest cover available.
Utilizing a weedless head will keep you
fishing longer and hung up less. To get a
first hand tutorial on how to employ this
technique, contact Overstreet’s Guide
Service at 251-589-3225, and to show up
with his favorite jigs already tied on, call
B&B Weedless Jigs at 205-544-0197.

Plastic or Hair, Chartreuse or Not
Chartreuse
Overstreet prefers B&B’s Weedless
hair jigs in chartreuse because of their
effectiveness and toughness, but he will
move to a soft plastic and change colors
when conditions dictate it. “In the spring,
we generally have stained water, and I
use the brightest chartreuse I can get with
an orange head and black thread on it; it
just works,” said Overstreet. “As the water
clears, I’ll move to a school bus yellow,
then to a green chartreuse with a little bit
of black in it, and if it gets real clear, I’ll
go to a grey and white. There are times
when plastics work better than hair. If the
fish want the bait moving a little faster, I’ll
put on a curly tail and drag it through, and
sometimes I’ll go to a Bobby Garland Baby
Shad if I’m not getting bit. If the water
gets really muddy, I’ll use Midsouth’s
glow tube on a pink head. The main thing
to remember is if what you’re using isn’t
working, try something else!”
Regardless of the water you’re
on, looking for anomalies in cover and
structure like Overstreet’s downed trees in
river bends will help you locate more fish,
and there’s no place crappie would rather
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- Josh Gowan

Q: What knot do you use?
Charlie

Hildreth,

IN,

tournament fisherman.
“Standard fisherman’s knot, run through and twist it
eight times. Run through and through again. It’s good
for 90-percent of my knots.”

Steve Coleman, TN, guide and tournament
fisherman. “I use a Trilene knot. It’s easy, no stretch
and is a straight pull on the hook. Always wet the line
before tightening the knot.”
Russ Bailey, IN, , host of Brushpile Fishing TV. “I
like the Palomar. I learned it as a kid and it has always
worked for me.”

Jim Westerberg, AR, tournament fisherman. “On our jigs we use a double
overhand loop knot. The loop knot is fast and easy to tie and it keeps the jig
floating in-line so it’s setting more straight like a minnow.”

Mark Sheppard, KY, tournament fisherman. “Palomar knot. It’s a strong knot
and a 53 year old can see to tie it. It’s an everything knot.”
Jeff Davis, AR, tournament fisherman. “I use a simple Palomar knot for hooks.

With jigs I use a loop knot so the jig sets level.”

Mike Friend, MO, tournament fisherman. “I use a Palomar knot all the time. I

use braid so that’s the only one I’ve found that’s dependable on that line.”
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Story & photos by John N. Felsher

F

or decades, walleye and striped
bass enthusiasts successfully employed
planer boards to fish multiple baits at varied
depths simultaneously in deep lakes. A
few walleye anglers began competing in
crappie tournaments, bringing their favorite
techniques with them and adopting them to
the new species. When they started making
great catches, crappie anglers unfamiliar
with this technique took notice.
“I was just trolling with crankbaits in a
tournament when I came by these guys with
planer boards out,” recalled Chris Bushart,
a crappie pro from Halls, Tenn. “I had never
seen anyone doing that for crappie before.
At that time, not many crappie anglers even
knew what planer boards were, especially
in the South. When I started pulling them,
people started coming up to me asking,
‘Why are you pulling mailboxes,’ because
they look like small mailboxes, especially
when the tattle flag goes up.”
Essentially, rigging planer boards
to catch crappie uses the same basic
principles as spider rigging or simple trolling
-- putting multiple baits out to cover wide
tracts of water to find fish. Using planer
boards just takes that concept, spreads it
out and lengthens it.
“With planer boards, we can search
so much more water than with other
techniques,” explained Dan Dannenmueller,
a professional crappie angler from
Wetumpka, Ala. “We can use them to fish
various depths and lures at the same time
to find fish.”
With planer boats, anglers can run
baits way off the side at any distance from
the boat they want to fish. Many anglers run
two lines without planers directly behind

Proper preparation and setup is important.
Garrett Steele rigs a crankbait for trolling
with a planer board.
their boats and two to four lines with boards
off each side. With the planers pulling baits
off to the side, anglers don’t need to worry
about the motor running over and spooking
fish.
“We normally use eight rods when
allowed by law, four on each side,”
Dannenmueller advised. “We pull baits
off the back of the boat with the rods in
Driftmaster rod holders, which can be
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GET ON BOARD

tailored to any boat.”
With planers, anglers can fish
multiple depths and baits at the same time
to see what works best that day. Once they
determine the right combination of lure,
speed, depth and color, they can zero in on
the fish. Ideally, anglers want to pull baits
just above the fish or cover.
“We rely heavily upon electronics to find
fish,” remarked Garrett Steele of Nashville,
Tenn., who joins with Dannenmueller to
form Team Crappie Country. “Crappie feed
out and up. They don’t usually look down.
Always place baits a little out from them
and above them.”
Lure style, line length and speed
determine what depth baits run. In the
past, figuring out the right depth required
significant guessing and luck. However,
a new smartphone app from Precision
Trolling Data, LLC helps eliminate the
guesswork from trolling. The app allows
anglers to consult tables to figure out
how their lures run under various trolling
parameters. (Download the app at www.
precisiontrollingdata.com).

Dan Dannenmueller, from Wetumpka,
Ala., works the trolling motor control
while watching planer boards rigged with
crankbaits.
“We check the Precision Trolling Data
app to get precise trolling data for different
baits and lines and see how much line we
need to let out to get that bait at the right
depth,” Dannenmueller detailed. “With a
crankbait, the diving action doesn’t matter
because we control the depth it runs with
the board. Once we determine the depth,
we adjust our baits accordingly.”
Under planer boards, anglers can run
almost anything that might tempt a crappie.
Some people pull live baits, but most
prefer artificial enticements such as shadcolored crankbaits similar to those used
for largemouth bass. Big crappie generally
prey upon the same species that bass of
similar size eat, namely threadfin shad and
other baitfish.
“We like to pull crankbaits with Off
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GET ON BOARD

Shore Tackle planer boards,” Dannenmueller
recommended. “We use crankbaits and
other hard plastics that most people think
of only as bass baits. A 3-pound crappie
will eat a lot of the same prey as a 3-pound
bass and will hit many of the same lures.”
Pulling crankbaits and other hard
plastics usually attracts larger crappie.
Small jerkbaits also entice crappie. Anglers
can also pull traditional jigs, spinners and
many other offerings. For more numbers,
anglers might want to downsize their
offerings.
“People can pull unlimited different
baits with planer boards, such jigs,

Garrett Steele, from Nashville, Tenn., shows
off some crappie he caught while trolling a
jig and a crankbait with planer boards on
Lake Jordan near Wetumpka, Ala. With
planer boards, anglers can spread out their
rigs and cover more water by fishing various
baits at multiple depths simultaneously.
hair jigs, crankbaits and spinnerbaits,”
Dannenmueller advised. “Small jerkbaits
can produce a lot of crappie. We also catch
crappie on blade baits and spoons. We
frequently pull Thin Fishers and 1/8-ounce
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GET ON BOARD
Rat-L-Traps. Many people use small Road
Runners or Bobby Garland baits with 1to 3-inch plastic trailers. Sometimes, we’ll
pull bigger grubs, about 2.5 to three inches
long, when targeting larger crappie.”
To get small baits deeper, fishermen
may need to add a little weight. Some people
attach a diving weight or Tadpole to the
board to keep light baits in the strike zone.

“When fishing a river, I’m always
looking for eddies and places
where the crappie can escape the
current.”
With small baits, use a light fluorocarbon
leader. Fluorocarbon sinks and fish can’t
see it very well.
“The line comes through the board to
the Tadpole,” Dannenmueller said. “From
the Tadpole, we put out about a 4-foot
leader to the lure. The longer the leader, the
longer a person must pull the fish up to the
boat to net it. The weight will stop someone
from reeling in the line any farther. I use
line-counter bait-casting reels loaded with
10-pound test Gamma line for pulling with
planer boards.”
Since anglers can vary the number
of boards, depths fished and lines used,
running planers for crappie could work just
about anywhere at any time. This technique
works particularly well for pulling baits
through creek channels, around humps
or over other bottom contours in major
reservoirs. When fishing a drop-off, keep
the boat directly over the edge whenever
possible. Set some baits to run along the
deep side of a drop, some to run on the
shallow side and some over the edge to
find where fish want to position themselves
that day.
In rivers or streams, anglers could
theoretically put out boards from one
shoreline drop-off to the other shoreline
drop and fish the entire channel. Anglers
can also fish small streams and backwaters

or other places simply by adjusting the line
length and setup.
“When fishing river systems, getting
out of the current is a major factor,” Steele
said. “With most rivers, there’s some kind
of movement all the time. When fishing a
river, I’m always looking for eddies and
places where the crappie can escape the
current.”
Most professional crappie anglers
specifically rig their tournament boats
with fixed rod holders so they can put
several rods on each side. However, many
recreational anglers use the same boat for
many different purposes. Fortunately, some
companies sell rod holders that attach
to the boat sides with clamps or by other
means. Even without rod holders, anglers
could hold rods and move forward slowly
with gasoline or electric power. When
fishing alone, an angler could secure a rod
somehow and fish boards.
Whether fishing a professional
tournament or just trying to put fresh fillets
in the pan, crappie anglers who “get on
board” might find more success just about
anywhere they want to fish. Not only can
anglers catch plenty fish, they can really
enjoy a fun day doing it – and that’s the
“planer” truth.
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- By John N. Felsher

HOW TO?
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Go Fishing With The B’n’M Pros.

Sam Heaton’s 7-Foot Super-Sensitive

The SHSS72n is a spinning rod with the same sensitivity and feel of the
jig pole series. Improvements include Dyna-Flo guides for smooth line
retrieval,and a cork knob handle for outstanding balance and feel.
Historically one of the most popular rods on the water, the SHSS72n is
still supple, strong and sensitive.

FISHING

Whitey Outlaw DOUBLE DUTY

Get back to “Fishing The Basics” with Whitey Outlaw. This MediumAction rod is for big heavy hybrid bream, monster shellcrackers & any
size crappie. It’s perfectly balanced with a comfortable foam handle
for all-day fishing - no reel needed! It features a tough & lightweight
Graphite Blank, and one tip eyelet, with one reinforced Tie Down Guide.

BNM POLE COMPANY • P.O. BOX 231, WEST POINT, MS 39773
WWW.BNMPOLES.COM • 800-647-6363 • WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/BNMPOLES
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Crappie Basics

Crappie Basics #142

Learn Your Electronics

The most basic graph for a serious crappie fisherman is a sonar
and GPS. Even the basic models are very good. More serious
fishermen willing to spend $700 or more will have the best units
with many scanning and mapping options. Whether it’s a simple or
complex unit, start by reading the manual.
I heard the groans when I mentioned reading the manual, but
it’s an important step.
The next step is to head to the lake and leave the poles in the
truck. Learn every function. Repeat using the functions in different
depths. Whether you spend $150, $700, or $1700 on a un it it will
only be as good as the user. -TH
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J
une 23-24. Rain and winds of 20
mph gusting to 35 made a tough first day

of fishing at Sardis Lake Mississippi at the
American Crappie Trail Super Clean two-day
tournament. Tropical storm Cindy dropped
three inches of rain, brought wind and a
change in barometric pressure that turned
good fishing during practice into a very tough
situation for catching quality fish. Only ten of
the 77 teams brought a seven-fish limit to the
scales on day one. Day two provided more
tough fishing but winds were tolerable.
Local teams had a good tournament
with Terry & Cole Stewart, a father-son team,
taking first place with a total weight of 21.46
pounds. The Stewarts slow trolled in 14 to 20
feet of water going 0.4 to 0.7 mph. They won
a fully-rigged Ranger aluminum boat.
Brad Calhoon/ Clay Blare took second
with 20.00. Michael Walters/ Rick Solomon had
19.47. Fourth place was Phil Brown/Patrick
Stone 19.31. Tony Edgar/ Travis Lepley 18.39.
Sixth was Charles Bunting with 17.91. Big fish
was 2.60 caught by Warren Cotton/ Thomas
Hill.
The ACT provided a class act with the
final day weigh-in inside the Batesville Civic
Center with each boat passing by the weighin trailer. It was streamed live and filmed for

TV. Payouts were outstanding with many
fishermen praising ACT for creating a different
level of crappie fishing tournaments for the
fishermen and the sport.
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Take Ultimate One-Pole Challenge Truman Lake, June 16 & 17

C
rappie Masters One-Pole Ultimate
Challenge proved to be a tough challenge with

many of the teams struggling to catch a limit of
seven fish. The artificial bait only tournament
is thought by many fishermen to be what real
fishing is all about.
Matt Beckman and Jeff Lewis credits
their win on making the right decisions for two
days. They led day one with a weight of 10.48

pounds using primarily black/chartreuse Bobby Garland Slab Slayers MidSouth Tubes, and
Muddy Water Baits. They fished on bottom in
9 to 11 feet of water using 10-foot Jenko Hypersense Rods. They won $7500 along with

$1100 in bonus prize money.
Keith Mueller and Wes Cooper jumped
from sixth place on day one to second place
by catching the biggest one-day weight of the
tournament with 11.29 pounds. They had a total of 20.86 pounds with a 2.09 kicker for big
fish. They were fishing Bluegrass Bobby Garland baits. Good fish came with 45 minutes
left. They won $4150.

First place team of Matt Beckman and Jeff
Lewis moved around but kept to a strict
game plan to win.
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BECKMAN & LEWIS

Third place was Rich Campbell and Travis Stevens with 19.13 pounds. Top male/female team was Kim Gray and Vic Finkley with
18.94. Top adult/youth were Don Brooks and
Dylan Brown, a grandfather/grandson team.

Cooper and Mueller took second place
with a good day-two stringer. They took
the hotseat and held it until the last team
weighed knocking them out of the win.
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Nuke Them Fishy Fillets, Mediterranean-Style
Mediterranean countries are typically characterized by a high consumption of vegetables,
olive oil and a moderate amount of protein. It’s thought to be a very healthy diet.
I’ve known people who take a dose of olive oil like taking a vitamin in the morning, and
one lady swore to the restorative properties of a tablespoon of olive oil along with a tablespoon
of vinegar with breakfast. Olive oil and vinegar make a splendid salad dressing. Maybe she
would have been healthier had she added a handful of lettuce and tomato.
The oil is associated with the Mediterranean diet popularized since the 1950s in North
America for its possible health benefits. The olive is one of the three core food plants in
Mediterranean cuisine, the other two are wheat and grapes.
Here’s the rub. What’s a good olive oil? International Olive Council (IOC) is an
intergovernmental organization of countries that produce olives or products derived from olives.
The IOC officially governs 95 percent of international production and holds influence over the
rest.
The United States is not a member of the IOC, however, in 2010 the U.S. Department of
Agriculture adopted new voluntary olive oil grading standards that closely parallel those of the
IOC.
The grades of oil can be classified as: Virgin, meaning the oil was produced by mechanical
means only, no chemical treatment. Grades, in order down from the best of virgin olive oil
include Extra Virgin, Virgin, Ordinary Virgin and Lampante Virgin.
TIP: The best time to buy olive oil is just as the new season hits the markets in early winter.
Microwaved Mediterranean-Style Crappie
6 (2-ounce) skinless slab fillets
1/2 pound green beans, trimmed
1/2 pint cherry tomatoes
1 ounce pitted Kalamata olives, thinly sliced (about 3 tablespoons)
2 garlic cloves, very finely chopped
2 tablespoons dry white wine
1 tablespoon olive oil
3/4 teaspoon kosher salt, divided
1/4 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper, divided
4 sprigs thyme
Special Equipment: An 8x8-inch microwave-proof baking dish
Toss green beans, tomatoes, olives, garlic, wine, oil, 1/4 teaspoon salt and 1/8 teaspoon
pepper in baking dish. Cover with plastic wrap, poke a small hole in the center and microwave
on high 3 minutes. Remove from microwave, uncover, and stir. Season fish on both sides with
remaining 1/2 teaspoon salt and 1/8 teaspoon pepper, then arrange over green bean mixture
in baking dish. Top each fillet with thyme sprig. Cover with plastic wrap and microwave on high
for 2 1/2 minutes. Check if fish is opaque; if not, continue microwaving at 20-second intervals.
Remove from microwave and let sit, covered, 2 minutes.
Mediterranean-Style Fish Sandwiches
In keeping with the healthy Mediterranean diet with fish, let’s whip up some fancy
sandwiches topped with slaw.
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NUKE THEM FISHY FILLETS, MEDITERRANEAN-STYLE
Slaw:

4 1/2 teaspoons fresh lemon juice
4 1/2 teaspoons fresh lime juice
1 tablespoon hot sauce
1 tablespoon olive oil
1/2 teaspoon dried oregano
1/2 teaspoon kosher salt
1/2 medium white onion, thinly sliced
1 large jalapeño, thinly sliced, seeds removed
1/2 medium poblano chili, thinly sliced with seeds removed
Combine lemon and lime juice, hot sauce, olive oil, oregano and salt in a large bowl. Add onion,
jalapeño and poblano chili and toss to combine. Let marinate at least 30 minutes or up to 1
hour. Slaw can be made, strained and refrigerated up to 1 day ahead.
Tartar sauce:
6–7 cornichons, thinly sliced into 1/4 inch coins (pickled French gherkins)
1/2 cup mayonnaise
1/4 cup coarsely chopped fresh parsley
3 teaspoons coarsely chopped capers
2 teaspoons tomato powder (optional)
1 1/2 teaspoons distilled white vinegar
Large pinch chili powder
Large pinch kosher salt
Combine cornichons, mayonnaise, parsley, capers, tomato powder (optional), vinegar, chili
powder and salt in a small bowl. Tartar sauce can be made and refrigerated up to 2 days ahead.
Fish:

8 skinless slab fillets, about (2-ounces each)
1 cup all-purpose flour
1 cup cornstarch
3 teaspoons dried oregano
2 teaspoons onion powder
2 teaspoons tomato powder (optional)
1 teaspoon garlic powder
3 teaspoons kosher salt, plus more
1 1/2 cups club soda
Canola oil (for frying)
4 sesame seed potato buns, split, toasted
8 slices ripe tomato
Whisk flour, cornstarch, oregano, onion powder, tomato powder (optional), garlic powder and 3
teaspoons salt in a large bowl. Add club soda and quickly whisk to incorporate. Pour canola oil
into a large skillet to a depth of 1/4 inch. Heat oil to 350 F (medium-high) until hot. Dip fish into
batter to coat, shake off excess, fry until golden crispy and cooked through, about 3-4 minutes
per side. Work in batches if necessary and adjust the heat as needed to keep oil at 350°F.
Drain on paper towels and season with salt.
The sandwiches:
Strain the slaw and discard liquid. Spread 1 tablespoon tartar sauce on top and bottom of
buns, place tomato slices on bottom halves and top with fried fish and slaw and add top halves
to buns.
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Tournament Results

MAY 19th - 20th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

AMERICAN CRAPPIE TRAIL
KENTUCKY LAKE

R. Capps/S. Coleman
T.Hughes/B. Gillon
R. McCord/G. McCord
T. Blackley/J. Vancleave
M. Williams/T. Jones

21.52
19.86
19.26
18.87
18.81

BIG FISH
1. R. Capps/S. Coleman
2. P. Turner/E. Turner

MAY 20th

2.23
2.23

CRAPPIE ANGLERS OF TEXAS
SAM RAYBERN LAKE

DIVISION 1
1. Paul Obier/George Nelson
2. Todd Froebe/Clay Gann
3. Jay Don Reeve/Rhonda Reeve
4. Mackey Whyte/Keith Morre
5. Doug Prinz/Joe Cooper
DIVISION 2
1. Eric Walker/Kelly/Satterwhite
2. Ryan Martin/Brandon Miles
3. Truston Hibdon/Ricky Griffin
4. Clinton Joseph/Zamala Brown

10.52
8.64
8.53
8.2
7.5
9.92
8.76
8.64
7.49

BIG FISH
1. Paul Obier/George Nelson

2.05
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Tournament Results

MAY 20th

CRAPPIE USA
PATOKA LAKE

AMATEUR DIVISION
1. Daniel Reckelhoff/Ed/Ploetner
2. Steve Gentz/Robert Brown
3. Kristina Hancock/Rick Hancock
4. Douglas Ault/Greg Davis
5. Jim Handlin/Jared Handlin
PRO DIVISION
1. Doug Laake/Ryan Rohl
2. David Browser/Mike Morrison
3. Henry Haley/Jo Haley
4. Bret Cunningham/David Wright
5. William T Williams/Eric Milsaps

3.04
2.69
2.35
2.16
2.05
6.9
5.83
5.7
4.58
3.46

BIG FISH
1. Doug Laake/Ryan Rohl

MAY 20th

1.9

HOI CRAPPIE CLUB
SANGCHRIS LAKE

1. Aaron Tucker/Joe Taylor
2. Chad Anderson/Kristen Anderson
3. Robert Wilder/Mike Haffner

6.01
4.89
4.88

BIG FISH
1. Aaron Tucker/Joe Taylor

1.16
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Tournament Results

MAY 20th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

MAGNOLIA CRAPPIE CLUB
GRENADA LAKE

Vic Finkley/Kim Gray
Robbie Niven/Davis McWilliams
Phil Brown/Nolan Beck
Sherwood Collette/Joseph Murphy
Terry Stewart/Larry Holmes

15.44
14.6
14.17
14.06
13.52

BIG FISH
1. Vic Finkley/Kim Gray

MAY 20th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

2.87

MIDDLE TENNESSEE
TIMS FORD

Larry/Robert
JW Jackson
Kevin/Kyle
Mark/Tracy
Steve/John Wells

8.74
7.94
7.31
6.69
6.68

BIG FISH
1. JW Jackson

MAY 20th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1.78

SPRINGFIELD CRAPPIE CLUB
LAKE SHELBYVILLE

Robert Cox/Jeff Rine
Frank Revell/Matt Jones
Rick Montooth/Terry Davis
Fred Brozio/Lee Penn
Jim Garrett/Greg Kaiser

4.83
4.78
4.43
4.38
4.34

BIG FISH
1. Robert Cox/Jeff Rine

MAY 20th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

0.98

NORTHEAST OHIO CRAPPIE CLUB
PROTAGE LAKES

Cliff/Cody
Bob/Bill
Wes/Colby
Robert/Spike
Brandon/Tyler

8.44
7.56
7.46
7.32
6.12

BIG FISH
1. Bob/Bill
2. Cliff/Cody

1.11
1.1
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Tournament Results

MAY 21st
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

GRAND LAKES CRAPPIE SERIES
GRAND LAKES

Scott Bird II/Jake Moyer
Ryan Kennedy/Scott Sipe
Brian Shaffer/Trevor Wuebler
Mike Deiters/Kerry August
Phil Stone/Dustin Fast

MAY 27th

9.41
8.13
7.46
7.37
7.25

SHOALS CRAPPIE
CEDAR/SLICKROCK

1. Jimmy McCarley/David McCarley
2. Joe Lambert
3. Keith Dodd/Darrell Keil

JUNE 3rd
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

4.78
4.61
4.49

KANSAS CRAPPIE CLUB
PERRY LAKE

Ryan Harmon
Dustin Hobbs
Beckwith/Lynn
Bragg/Frazee
Faulconer/Allen

JUNE 3rd

7.77
7.47
6.86
6.26
6.17

CRAPPIE ANGLERS OF TEXAS/JUNIORS
LAKE LEWISVILLE

Age 10 AND UNDER
1. Payton Reeve
2. Sage Sims
3. Langdon Froebe
4. Eliza Belcher
Age 11 - 17
1. Brea Calton
2. Cindy Gann
3. Hayden Standerfer
4. Jaleigh Hopkins

4.4
3.04
2.88
1.56
5.89
5.03
4.17
4.08

BIG FISH
1. Brea Calton

2.03
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Tournament Results

JUNE 3rd
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

CENTRAL ARKANSAS CRAPPIE ASSOC.
LAKE PECKERWOOS/LAKE DES ARC

Jeff Handly/Chris Williams
Lamar Bunting
Dustin Harris/Kelley Graham
Jason Westerberg/Jim Westerberg
Chris Chandler/Kyle Dines

11.54
10.79
10.73
10.47
10.23

BIG FISH
1. Jeff Handly/Chris Williams

JUNE 3rd
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

2.19

CENTRAL ILLINOIS CRAPPIE CLUB
LAKE SHELBYVILLE

Carr/Carr
Lappin/Eller
Lawson/Ziegler
Hillard/Hillard
Bristle/Hari

4.2
1.6
1.53
1.42
1.17

BIG FISH
1. Lappin/Eller

JUNE 3rd
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1

CRAPPIE MASTERS
TRUMAN LAKE/Kids

Aaron Dehn/John Marshall
Mark Engelhart/Tara Engelhart
Troy Bohannan/Ed Bohannen
Brian Thomas/Mike Zimmerman
Mike Valentine/Adam Cummings

9.96
9.65
9.07
9.03
8.96

BIG FISH
1. Mark Engelhart/Tara Engelhart

JUNE 3rd - 4th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1.91

NORTHEAST OHIO CRAPPIE CLUB
MISQUITO LAKE

Sean/Jeff
Jim/Bill
Tim/Jim
Bob/Bill
Brock/Brian

17
16.3
16.16
16.12
15.12

BIG FISH
1. Sean/Jeff

1.92
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Tournament Results

MAGNOLIA CRAPPIE CLUB

JUNE 9th - 10th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Grenada

Tommy Moss/Brad Calhoun
John Harrison/Brad Taylor
John Lee/Nicole Lee
Rabbit Rogers/Pat Jeffcoats
Phil Brown/Nolan Beck

25.96
25.73
25.32
25.12
25.05

BIG FISH
1. Chaney Starnes/Matt Collier

2.59

CENTRAL ALABAMA CRAPPIE CLUB

JUNE 10th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

ALABAMA RIVER/SWIFT CREEK

Jason Threadgill/Brandon Threadgill
Jonathan Phillips/David Phillips
Ronnie Bleas/Tony Thomas
Eric Cagle/Jared Gilbert
Gerald Overstreet/Jennifer Overstreet

11.82
10.52
10.19
8.02
6.97

BIG FISH
1. Jonathan Phillips/David Phillips

2.12

MALE/FEMALE
1. Gerald Overstreet/Jennifer Overstreet

JUNE 10th

6.97

FLORIDA CRAPPIE CLUB

1. Bill Bercaw/Wade Bercaw
2. James Hazleton/Tony Office
3. John Peyton/Roger Danaluis

7.12
7.26
6.15

BIG FISH
1. Nate Smith

JUNE 10th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1.65

NORTHEAST OHIO CRAPPIE CLUB
LAKE PYMATUNING

Andy/John
Dan/Bob
Sean/Jeff
Jim/Bill
Wes/Colby

7.13
7.11
7.8
7.52
7.5

BIG FISH
1. Sean/Jeff

1.92
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Tournament Results

JUNE 11th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

CHATTANOOGA CRAPPIE CLUB
CHESTER FROST PARK

David Elliott/Brent Elliott
Mike Johnston/Allison Johnston
Jeff Silvers/Allen Baugh
Mike Brock/Terry Christner
Bryan Cordell

6.73
6.49
6.39
6.2
5.98

BIG FISH
1. Bob Britt/Jason Adams

JUNE 11th - 12th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1.66

INDIANA SLABMASTERS
MISSISSINEWA/SALAMONIE

Tom Hankins/Ron Bilbrey
Jason Burnette/Bob Bales
Jeff Yeakle/Jonathan Brumley
Charlie Hildreth/Myron Etchison
Brett Cunningham/Keith Lucas

13.24
10.96
10.45
10.35
9.95

BIG FISH
1. Tom Hankins/Ron Bilbrey

JUNE 16th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1.45

MIDDLE TENNESSEE CRAPPIE CLUB
NORMANDY

Randy Clark/Johnny Thompson
Jamie Johnson/Roger Johnson
Joey Davis/Dave Odell
Tom Reik/Dennis Stockbridge
JW Jackson/Steve Gorgan

6.6
5.85
5.6
5.49
5.03

BIG FISH
1. Joey Davis/Dave Odell

1.99
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Tournament Results

JUNE 16th - 17th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

CRAPPIE MASTERS
TRUMAN LAKE

Matt Beckman/Jeff Lewis
Keith Mueller/Wes Cooper
Rich Campbell/Travis Stevens
Chad Nugent/John Wood
Vic Finklet/Kim Gray

21.2
20.86
19.31
19.05
18.94

BIG FISH
1. Keith Mueller/Wes Cooper
MALE/FEMALE
1. Vic Finkley/Kim Gray
ADULT/YOUTH
1. Don Brooks/Dylan Brown

JUNE 17th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

2.09
18.94
16.79

CENTRAL ARKANSAS CRAPPIE ASSOC.
LAKE MAUMELLE

Dustin Harris/elley Graham
Scott Black/John Williams
Greg London/Russ Clarke
Gerald Harlan/Ken Wessel
Jason Westerberg/Jim Westerberg

10.69
10.39
9.37
9.18
8.22

BIG FISH
1. Dustin Harris/elley Graham

JUNE 17th
1.
2.
3.
4.

1.96

HOI CRAPPIE CLUB
DAWSON LAKE

Shelby
Kaitlyn
Emma
Sierra

JUNE17th

0.62
0.6
0.58
0.57

WAPPAPELLO CRAPPIE CLUB
WAPPAPELLO LAKE

1. Montgomery/Lizenbee
2. Guiling/Guiling
3. Channell/Channell

5.15
4.75
3.19

BIG FISH
1. Guiling/Guiling

2.41
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CRAPPIE CALENDAR
JULY
JULY
JULY
JULY
JULY
JULY
JULY
JULY
JULY
JULY
JULY
AUGUST
AUGUST

1st
8th
8th
9th
14th
15th
15th
22nd
22nd
29th
29th
5th
5th

KANSAS CRAPPIE CLUB
CENTRAL ARKANSAS
FLORIDA CRAPPIE CLUB
EAST TEXAS CRAPPIE SERIES
MIDDLE TENNESSEE
CAT TEXAS
WAPPAPELLO
SHOALS CRAPPIE
MIDDLE TENNESSEE
CENTRAL ARKANSAS
EASTERN MISSOURI
KANSAS CRAPPIE CLUB
CRAPPIE MASTERS

DORADO
BLUE MOUNTAIN LAKE
HARRIS CHAIN BUZZARD BEACH
LAKE PALESTINE
NORMANDY
LAKE FORK
WAPPAPELLO LAKE
ANY B.C.D.A. LAKE
NORMANDY
LAKE NIMROD
MARK TWAIN LAKE
TURTLE CREEK
MARK TWAIN LAKE

CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
YOUTH DAY
CLUB/NIGHT
QUALIFIER
CLUB
OPEN
CLUB/NIGHT
CLUB
JACK & Jill
CLUB
2nd Leg Mo State Champ

AUGUST
AUGUST
AUGUST
AUGUST
AUGUST
AUGUST
AUGUST
AUGUST
AUGUST

11th - 12th
12th
12th
12th - 13th
13th
19th
19th
19th
19th

AMERICAN CRAPPIE TRAIL
WAPPAPELLO
WILLIAMS CREEK
EASTERN MISSOURI
EAST TEXAS CRAPPIE SERIES
CAT TEXAS
CRAPPIE MASTERS
MIDDLE TENNESSEE
NORTEAEST OHIO CRAPPIE

TRUMAN LAKE
WAPPAPELLO LAKE
LAKE FORK
TRUMAN LAKE
LAKE PALESTINE
LAKE O THE PINES
TRUMAN LAKE
TIMS FORD
CLUB PICK LAKE

CLUB
CLUB
2 PERSON DRAW-5 FISH
CLUB
CLUB
QUALIFIER
Final leg Mo St. Champ
CLUB
OPEN
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CRAPPIE CLUBS
Club

Contact

FACEBOOK

AMERICAN CRAPPIE TRAIL

Matt Morgan

Facebook

BAYOU STATE CRAPPIE ASSOCIATION

Brandon Jennings

Facebook

CAPITOL CRAPPIE CLUB

Austin Kneeskern

Facebook

CAROLINA CRAPPIE ASSOCIATION

RICK Eudy

Facebook

CENTRAL ALABAMA CRAPPIE CLUB

Dan Dannanmueller/Jonathan Phillips

Facebook

CENTRAL ARKANSAS CRAPPIE CLUB

Jason Westerberg

Facebook

CENTRAL ILLINOIS CRAPPIE CLUB

Joe Schrader/Greg Foley

Facebook

CHATTANOOGA CRAPPIE CLUB

Mike Johnston/Jim Edmister

Facebook

CRAPPIE ANGLERS OF TEXAS

JAY Reve

Facebook

CRAPPIE MASTERS

Mike Valentine

Facebook

CRAPPIE USA

Darrell Van Vactor

Facebook

CRAPPIENUTZ MS

Robert Smith/Joe Faircloth

Facebook

EAST TENNESSEE CRAPPIE CLUB

Facebook

EAST TEXAS CRAPPIE SERIES

Creekside sports-903-849-2634

Facebook

EASTERN MISSOURI CRAPPIE CLUB

Steve Perotto

Facebook

FLORIDA CRAPPIE CLUB

Darrell Cole

Facebook

GRAND LAKE CRAPPIE SERIES OH

Jeff

Facebook

HOI CRAPPIE CLUB

Chad Anderson

Facebook

INDIANNA SLAB MASTERS

Joe Long/Damon Phillips

Facebook

KANSAS CITY CRAPPIE CLUB

Hoe Bragg/Frank Haidusek

Facebook

MAGNOLIA CRAPPIE CLUB

Michael Nowell/Roger Womack

Facebook

MIDDLE TENESSEE CRAPPIE CLUB

Toby Ivey

Email

NORTHEAST GEORGIA CRAPPIE

Kevin Strong

Facebook

NORTHEAST OHIO CRAPPIE CLUB

Dan Elko/Robert Elko

Website

OKLAHOMA CRAPPIE TRAIL

Darrell and Brian

Facebook

PEACH STATE CRAPPIE CLUB

Robert Smith

Facebook

RIPPN' LIPZ

Jimmy/Jessica Walters

Facebook

SHOALS AREA CRAPPIE ASSOCIATON

Keith Dodd

Facebook

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS CRAPPIE

Chad Hamson

Facebook

SLABMASTERS TOURNAMENT TRAIL

Jamie Moore/Dan Sidle

Facebook

SPRINGFIELD CRAPPIE CLUB IL

Jerry Jallas/Rick Montooth

Facebook

WAPPAPELLO CRAPPIE CLUB MO
WILLIAMS CREEK CRAPPIE CLUB

Facebook
Danny Kemp/Bob Parkinson
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Website

Don’t forget to send in
your recent photo by the
15th.
Crappie NOW e-magazine
accepts color digital images
for publication. A single
photo will be selected
after the 10th of each
month for the next month’s
edition. The winner will be
contacted via email with
prize information.
Check out www.crappienow.
com for more details.

1st Place
Travis Flowers
Lamar City Lake, Lamar MO
13” length
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by Jonny Hawkins
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